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Description
When developing this solution, we were guided by the following principles

● maximum user convenience
● intuitive interface, which not overloaded with information not related to a specific

task
● communication occurs only between the user and the blockchain

We managed to create an interface that is complete. complies with these principles. Only
user and blockchain. No additional requests other than blockchain requests. Nothing is
cached or saved, while the speed of work remains at the proper level.

Loading the client, the first block, and one request to graphql for each individual contest is
the key to speed and transparency.

The solution can be downloaded and run on a local browser with two commands and not
even go to the existing site, which allows it to be maximally autonomous and secure.

Technologies
For development, we used "@tonclient/core": "^1.10.2" to work with the blockchain and
"@angular/core": "~ 11.2.4" to write the interface.

Run the solution locally is simple:
● install node.js
● install angular npm install -g @ angular/cli
● run the application in the root of the repository - ng serve
● the application is running on port 4200

https://github.com/RSquad/easy-result


Overview
When you visit the site, a form for entering the address of the contest is displayed in front of
you. Let's take a look at the full cycle using the example of the most massive Free TON
Christmas / New Year greeting card design

After entering the address and downloading data from the blockchain, a contest will appear
in front of you. The upper block is information about the contest, where you can see the
name of the contest, the total number of votes, the jury and other available information.

The next block is a block of settings for displaying and uploading results. In it you can set:
● Display type - a mode for displaying applications, by places by average score or

accepted / not accepted
● Threshold, points - the Threshold parameter, which sets the lower passing score (all

applications below this parameter will be rejected when calculating the results)
● Threshold, reject - the Threshold parameter, which sets the maximum possible

number of rejects to get into the prizes (all applications whose number of rejects is
higher than the parameter value will be rejected when calculating the results)

● Threshold, reject percent - the Threshold parameter, which sets the maximum
possible percentage of rejects relative to the total number of votes to get into the
prizes (all applications for which the percentage of rejects of the total number of
votes is higher than the parameter value will be rejected when calculating the results)

All parameters work with each other. You can use any combination at the same time. To
ignore the parameter, just erase the value from the input



Next, a block with submissions is displayed in which there is all the available information
about the application, prize places, sorting and the ability to set when, if the contest has
already ended

If the contest is still running, the submission section will look like this



Each of the submissions can be revealed and the votes for it can be viewed

The last block of the application is the block with the jury list. In it you can see the full list of
addresses and public keys eligible to vote in this contest.



As well as submissions, the lines of the jury can be opened and the votes can be viewed in a
different context - how the jury member voted for the submissions

The download as .xlsx button is always visible on the bottom right of the screen - it will allow
you to download the contest data in the required format

How to use
Let's try to go through the full cycle from contest water to pumping out .xlsx

1. Enter the address of the contest (in this example it is still Free TON Christmas / New
Year greeting card design)

2. Set restrictions
a. Prizes are awarded only to those with a score, for example, more than 3
b. Prizes are received only by those with less than 4 rejections



3. We enter the data, we see that the table has been successfully recalculated

4. By the way, if you set the toggle switch to Yes / No, the table will arrange all the
places according to the threshold



5. Let's start entering prizes, for example, let's take numbers from 100 to 1

6. We will introduce prizes for jury members in the block below

7. Please note that there is no need to enter a revision for jury members who have not
given any grade, as well as for rejected submissions.



8. Now you can click on Download as .xlsx. The file will be generated without additional
requests and downloaded. The file name matches the mask contest-
{contestAddress} .xlsx



9. Open the file in any convenient editor


